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10 Welcome
My world, my English

12 We all speak English
Making new friends

Introduce yourself. 
Say where you’re from and how old you are. 
Count to ten. 
Say the alphabet and spell your name.

countries
letters
numbers

to be: positive and negative (G 1)
to be: questions and short answers (G 2)

14 Liam’s holiday 
Talking about colours, animals and 
other things

Say what colour something is and how 
many things there are. 
Say what you do or don’t like. 

at a campsite
animals
colours
numbers

plurals (G 6) 
can: positive and negative (G 4)
can: questions and short answers (G 5)
possessive with ’s and of (G 39)

16 It’s a school day
Talking about school

Name and describe items in the classroom. 
Count to 100. 
Say the days of the week. 
Say what you do or don’t like and why.

at school
in the classroom
days of the week
numbers

there is / there are: positive and  
negative (G 10)
there is / there are: questions and  
short answers (G 11)
simple present: questions and  
short answers (G 13)
numbers (1 – 100) (G 7)
indefinite articles (a / an) (G 8)

Let’s make a class 
poster.

20 Workshop 1
Me, my family and my school

22 My family
Talking about families

Say who is in a family.
Introduce another student to the class.

family members possessive determiners (G 14)
have got: positive and negative (G 15)
have got: questions and short  
answers (G 16)

listening

26 My hobbies
Talking about sports and hobbies

Say what people like to do in their free 
time. 

sports
hobbies
musical instruments

simple present: positive and negative  
(G 12)
simple present: questions and short 
answers (G 13)
definite article (the) (G 9)

reading

Make a mind map 1.
Think about your first 
English poem.

32 My school day
Talking about schools

Say where you go to school and what your 
school day is like.

clothes
time

question words (G 17)
possessive with ’s and of (G 39)

writing

36 My school timetable
Talking about your school day

Talk about your timetable.
Compare German and British schools.
Say what time it is. 

school subjects
time

time expressions (G 20) speaking Make a mind map 2. 
Write your first 
English poem.

44 You know this now!
Summary

45 Ready for Workshop 2?
Check

46 Edgar flies again: Part ONE
Reading for fun
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48 Workshop 2
My home town, my day, my clubs

50 My home town
Talking about home towns

Say what there is in your home town. 
Say what people always / sometimes /  
never do.

in a town there is / there are (G 10, G 11)
demonstratives (G 21)
adverbs of frequency (G 23)

reading

Make useful notes for 
a presentation.
Plan a presentation 
with a group.

54 Off to school
Talking about your day

Say what you do before and after school. transportation
after-school activities

subject and object pronouns (G 24)
time expressions (G 20)
adverbs of frequency (G 23)

writing

60 My school clubs
Talking about school clubs

Talk about what you can do in school 
clubs. 
Describe a garden.

in the garden
fruit and vegetables

present progressive (G 25, G 26, G 27)
question words (G 17)
plurals (G 6)
who and what as subject and object (G 18)

listening

Choose and make 
props for a 
presentation. 
Make a presentation 
about a city or town.

64 My lunch
Talking about school meals

Say what is on the menu and how much of 
something there is. 
Place an order politely.

in the canteen
food

some and any (G 22)
how many and how much (G 30)
countable and uncountable nouns (G 29)

speaking

72 You know this now!
Summary

73 Ready for Workshop 3?
Check

74 Edgar flies again: Part TWO
Reading for fun

76 Workshop 3
Welcome to Wales

78 Mountains and valleys
Talking about places

Talk about the countryside. 
Talk about past holidays.

in the countryside
holiday activities

simple past: regular verbs (G 34)
simple past of to be: positive and  
negative (G 32)
simple past of to be: questions and short 
answers (G 33)

speaking

Plan a story.
Write a story 1.

82 Holidays in Wales
Talking about holidays

Say what you like to do on your holidays.
Say what you did on holiday. 
Play a board game with a group.

holiday activities
weather

simple past: negative (G 36)
simple past: questions and short  
answers (G 37)

writing

88 Oh, no!
Talking about adventures

Talk about an adventure. 
Guess how a story ends.

birthdays
accidents

interrogative pronouns (G 19)
possessive with ’s and of (G 39)
indefinite pronouns (G 38)
simple past: irregular verbs (G 35)

reading

Choose interesting 
words for a story.
Write a story 2.

92 Does it hurt?
Talking about accidents

Say what happened, what hurts and how 
you feel.

at the hospital
body parts
feelings

instructions with must (G 40)
simple past: irregular verbs (G 35)
that clause as object (G 43)

listening

100 You know this now!
Summary

101 Ready for Workshop 4?
Check

102 Edgar flies again: Part THREE
Reading for fun
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104 Workshop 4
My house, my friends, my holidays

106 Visiting friends
Talking about where things are

Describe a house and the things in it. 
Say what people are doing at the moment. 

at home
rooms and furniture

imperatives (G 42)
verbs we don’t use with present 
progressive (G 28)
prepositions of place (G 41)
demonstratives (G 21)

listening

Do a survey and give 
a report.
Prepare a trip.

110 Visiting London
Talking about trips

Talk about trips to famous places. 
Give instructions. 
Describe what is happening at the 
moment.

in the city
tourist activities

instructions (G 40) reading

116 Visiting New York
Talking about plans

Make plans for a trip. Ask a person who 
knows the place to help you. 
Say what you would like to do. 
Make and reply to suggestions.

in the city: famous 
places
tourist activities
suggestions and plans

writing

Use a brochure to 
make notes and 
make decisions.
Write a Welcome 
Book.

120 A day to remember
Talking about an exciting day

Describe an exciting day. 
Ask and answer polite questions. 
Say thank you and reply.

at a restaurant speaking

128 You know this now!
Summary

129 Ready for the next level?
Check

130 Edgar flies again: Part FOUR
Reading for fun

134 Festivals and traditions

136 Mediation

138 Working with words and texts

142 Appendix
142 Grammatical terms

143 Grammar

167 Irregular verbs 

168 Vocabulary

211 Dictionary: English – German

224 Dictionary: German – English

237 Dictionary: Names
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